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the measures to be taken in view of the increasing indica-
tions that Austria was preparing to deliver a stiff ultimatum
to Serbia.12
In all the conversations which took place in the course
of the next three days it was Poincare, as one might expect
from his dominating and energetic personality, who took
the lead, and sounded the key-notes. At the very outset,
as the guests were leaving the France in a launch,
Paleologue observed: "The Emperor and the President,
sitting in the stern, enter at once into conversation. . . .
It is-Poincare who guides the discussion. Soon it is he
alone who is talking. The Emperor only acquiesces."13
At the gala banquet at Peterhof in the evening the Tsar,
in his toast of welcome, hoped the two countries "will con-
tinue to enjoy the benefits of the peace, which the fullness
of their strength ensures, by constantly tying more tightly
the bands which unite them."14 Poincare in a longer reply,
which Paleologue thought had a remarkably significant
force and note of authority,15 recalled that the JYanco-
Russian Alliance had existed nearly twenty-five years, and
added:
Founded upon community of interests, consecrated by
.the peaceful desires of the two Governments, supported by
armed forces on land and sea which know and value each
other and have become accustomed to act as brothers,
strengthened^ by long experience and augmented by valu-
 12	For the fact that the Entente Powers knew more of Austria's
intended action than they admitted in their documentary 'publications of
1914, see above, ch. v, at notes 95-100.   As early as July 5 the British
Ambassador in Vienna had reported that, "Dumaine, my French col-
league, is full of serious apprehension.   His country is known to be in
sympathy with the Serbian aspirations and he is in a position to know
what is being said and done by Serbians in Vienna.   He has repeatedly
spoken to me during the past week of the dangers of the situation, which
he fears may develop rapidly into complications from which war might
easily arise;" Bunsen to Grey, July 5; B,D., 40, but omitted from BJBJB.
 13	Paleologue, I, 4.
 14	Schilling's Diary, Appendix, p. 113 f,
 15	Paleologue, I, 6.

